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The Roy Telephone
Co. Reorganized

10- -

State Supt' Visits
Schools

V

Arrangements have been made
wherein the Roy Telephone Company is going ahead to complete
'their lines to Springer and
and it is the intention of
the management to have all lines
in full operation by June 1st.
Two carloads of telephone posts
have been'ordered, together with
wire. This company has lain in
lethargy for some considerable
time, and it is gratifying to note
that matters have assumed an en
tirely responsible standing. Local
phones are being installed, and it
behooves everyone to help the
enterprise along.
ri,

Mosquero Dance

.

,

The editor was one of a party
who attended the dance and box
supper at Mosquero last Saturday
night, driving down in Wm.
Baum's auto. It was a pleasure
trip without a single exception.
The ride was not the least attractive part of the enjoyment, as the
roads were good, the machine in
good running order and the ev

ening pleasant. The dance was
all that one could wish and the
supper the same. The boxes
sold for a total of $52.75 and av
eraged about $2.00 apiece. To us
not the least of the entertainment
was watching Jim Ren, his mas'
sive shoulders towering above
the heads of the dancers as he
paced to and fro and his clarion
voice booming out the changes as
he prompted for the quadrilles,
just as he used to do years ago
buck in old Iowa. It ""will take
but little coaxing to get us to go
to Mosquero again. The pro
ceeds of the dance will be applied
to the erection of a water tank to
store the water from their city.
well and windmill and will be
ample to put in a convenient and
practical storage tank.

MAKE THE WORLD BRIGHTER.
Put the hammer in the locker,
Hide the sounding board likewise,
Any one can be a knocker,
Any one can criticise.
Cultivate a manner winning
Tho' it hurts your face to smile
And seems awkward in beginning,
Be a booster for awhile.

Let the blacksmith do the pounding,
That's the one that draws his pay,
You don't get a cent for hounding
Saint and sinner night and day.
Just for solid satisfaction
Drop a kind word in the slot,
And I'll warrant you'll get action
For yóur effort on the spot.
Kindness every time beats knocking, ,
Mirth is better than a frown,
Do not waste your time in picking
Flaws with brothers who are down.
And it isn't so distressing
If you give a little boost
To the man the fates are pressing
When the chicks come home to roost.
Yes, the old world would be brighter
If you kindle friendship's flame
And thus make the trouble lighter
Of the man against the game.
Send your grouch on a vacation,
Give your grumbling tones the shake
And with grim determination
Throw your hummer in the lake.
The National Rebekah.

Saved By the Brand.

Last Sunday some, homesteaders from Tucumcari arrived in
seeking someone
town
to take charge of a fine colt that
insisted on following them. The
colt bore a brand whi"h the editor of this sheet recognized as C.
Birthday Party.
C. Cunningham's of Springer,
Fred, Alexander i home from and was corraled and held while
Springer and a party and recep- Mr, Cunningham was advised of
tion wus given in honor of his and its presence here. lie came for
his brother, Gaston's birthdays it Wednesday accompanied by

Thursday evening, at the home of
their mother, Mrs .A.M.Durham,
Many of their young friends and
.some of the older ones were
present and very enjoyable evening was spent, social intercourse and refreshments being
the leading features.
.

Spanish-America-

for news.

i

andere

Frank Dacy, and returned with
rue animal was
it mursciay.
bred from one of the best imported draft sires in the Territory, and Mr. Cunningham has
refuspd .$100.00 for it at 8 months
old. We are glad to have been
able to perform a service for
Charlie, as he is the sort that real
friends are made of.
.

Asphyxiated in Ash Heap.

J. E. Clark, of Santa Fe, Ter
ritorial Superintendent of public
Instruction, accompanied by Bias
Sanchez, of Wagon Mound, Coun
ty Sup't. of Mora county, drove
into town Tuesday in Mr. Clark's
Cartercar. They slipped into the
schoolroom quite unobserved and
caught Prof. Johnson and his pupils so engrossed in their school
work they failed to take note of
their presence for some minutes.
Both gentlemen express pleasure
at the condition of our schools and
the interest manifested by our
pupils and the extrordinary progress they are making. Our teachers are spoken of in unequivocal
terms of praise by their chief and
we fully believe they deserve it.
Messrs. Clark and Sanchez vis
ited the schools at Solano and the
rural schools in the vicinity while
here and left for Springer Thursday morning leaving many pleasant recollections of their visit.

A Sad Tragedy
On of the most distressing ac
cidents in the history of this com

munity resulted Tuesday in the
death of Rhineer Palmer, who ar
rived from Oklahoma only the
previous day. In 'company with
his sons and a neighbor, Mr. Palmer han driven 15 miles from his
claim after some goods he had
shipped through, having come
overland with the teams,' The
wagons were loaded and they
started home about four o'clock
p. m. His load consisted of a
large water tank and miscellaneous articles, and as he neared
home something occurred to
frighten the tine young team he
was driving, and they ran away.,
He was thrown from the wagon4
and his skull fractured and his'1
body otherwise injured, death ev-- '
idehtly resulting instantly. Justj
how it happened will never be
fully known. He was about 60
years of age and came from Seiljj
ing, Oklahoma. He was welj()
known to many homesteaders
here, and his death is a distinc.
loss to this community,
was,
óf the kind of men who are needed ;
to develop our farming nterests.
The sympathy and kindly assistance of a most friendly neigbf1
borhood must to some extendi'
soften the bereavement of tb,$y
family.
(j.Ji4

A stranger whose name seems,
from papers found in his pockets,
to have been. John L.yons, and
who claimed his residence wai
La Junta, Colorado, was found by
trainmen last Saturday, lying in
the ciuder pile at the water tank
at holano, dead and evidently as
phyxiated by the gas arising from
tho hot cinders from the engines
that had been dumped there. The
body was taken in charge by the
authorities and after a futile at
tempt to locate friends of the de
ceased, it was buried in the So
Papers in his
lano cemetery.
possession indicated that he had
been at Vaughn, N. M.
Inquiry may be made of F. M,
Hughes, Solano, N. M., for fur
.oil
ther details, should this reach in W. F. Gross returned Friday, .
from Parsons, Kansas.
terested parties.
biv

ase
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PRESIDENT TAFT'S

Irritation causing local metastases
only, and hence largely amenable to HOW TO SERVE CHEESE
prompt surgical treatment But the
other type consists chiefly of deeply
placed cancers, attacking the viscera, 80ME NEW RECIPES THAT OFFER

NEW SECRETARY.

bones, etc., rapidly growing, and highand
ly disposed to cause metastases
cachexia. Treatment of such cases is

Important

"

nrnnó

mpiipii

assistant secretary of the treasury, bas
by President Taft to All the position made vacant by the
resignation ot Private Secretary Charles D. Norton. Mr. Hllles will be the
third Incumbent of the responsible position In question. The first private
secretary under the present administration was Fred Warner Carpenter.
by Robert O.
Mr. Hilles will be succeeded in the treasury department
h.
Bailey, who has been private secretary to Secretary of the Treasury
Mr. Hilles la a young, forceful and indefatigable
man, who, by
temperament and training, is well fitted to discharge the delicate duties of
his post

CHARLES

D. HILLES, who was

"The two types of cancer can not
be sharply separated clinically. Many
growths which are technically supermay, acficial and epithellomatous
cording to their location, grow rapidly,
and with the aid of their acute local
metastases may quickly wear out the
patient. Certain growing technically
local, but Inaccessible because of location, may Interfere with life Indi
rectly by causing stricture and the
like.
"In fact what would be termed a
relatively mild, localized and operable
cancer on the surface may have the
most dire effects If It occur deep In
the digestive tube. It may completely
Interrupt the digestive processes, cause
stricture of the digestive tube, and Its
metastases, even when local, will be
of an Inoperable and fatal character.
"Our victories over cancer through
surgical procedures apply purely to
one of these general types to wit,
that which Is of slow growth and ex
ternally located, without tendency to
more than accessible metastases. But
cancers which come thus to operation
represent an insignificant minority.
The remainder are made up ot neg
lected operable cancers , and those
which were Inoperable from the outset ..
"To come back to the original subject, It Is well to forget all we know
and go back to school. In very receñí
years it has been shown that with appropriate nutriment cancer tissue may
attain huge development These cultural peculiarities are checked up In
part by the role played by marked local Irritation in ordinary tissues. It
must not be forgotten that many Irritants may cause the same or a similar effect. Hence, a special germ, or
any germ at all, might at times cause
a Dhenomenon analogous to cancer
proliferation."

GIRLS' CLUB

MAY CHEW

GUM

Mac-Veag-

STATUS OF CANCER
Results of Second International notable decrease. This discrepancy la
highly significant, for it Involves the
Congress Are Discussed.
whole subject of the Incidence of can.

Important Committee Work Has Been
tarried Out and Matter of Research Has Been Organized
Throughout World.
New York. The present, status of
cancer is discussed In the Medical
Record. The comments of the writer
are based on the second international
conference for the study of cancer,
which was held recently in Paris. The
first conference was held in Heidelberg and Frankfort in 1906. The
writer says:
"During the Interim Important committee work has been carried out, the
matter of research has been organized
throughout the world, and now in this
second meeting we are in position to
understand something of what has
been done along 'the lines projected
during the last four years. The special
papers read and the transactions as a
whole will naturally be slow in reach
ing the public. But the Munchener
Medlsinlsche Wochenschrift published
Von Czerny's Inaugural address. This
was delivered before a large and distinguished audience of laymen and
physiclanB alike. Official Paris also
was largely represented.
"Statistics, despite their fallacious-sees- ,
were first discussed by the
speaker. The disease seems to be on
tbs Increase among all cultured folk.
But certain limited localities report a
.

cer. Thus we find, say, a 30 per cent
increase in recent years In certain
countries; yet if we consider only restricted localities we may be Justified
in concluding that the disease is not
only on the wane, but actually extinct,
(for example, in many restricted lo
calities, not a single cancer death has
occurred for twenty-fivyears).
"Surely this absence of cancer In
localities cannot
certain
be an accident. From such data nearly every theory of cancer might receive support especially those of contagion, food, soil, inheritance, not to
mention many others. Of great significance In the colléctlon of statistics Is
the anatomical Incidence of the disease; but to this is opposed the fact
that in localities where cancer Is especially prevalent we are likely to find
all locations of the disease.
"Von Czerny admits the cogency of
a parasitic theory of cancer as long
as we follow statistics. If we pursue
this plan there Is as much support of
such a theory as in the case of any In
fectious disease. Aside from the ar
gument furnished by statistics the
bulk of the evidence tends to antag
onize a parasitic theory. We find a
wide line of demarkatlon between two
groups, each of which is histologically
and clinically malignant.
"The former may oe described as
superficial, external, slowly growing,
originating In epidermal tissue with
as antecedent stage of Inflammation or
e

Constitution Is Prepared by Young
Ladles Providing for Expulsion
of Bold Members.

AN AGREEABLE CHANGE.

Cheese Neuveau Makes an Excellent
Luncheon Dish Baked Cheese,
Cheese Fondu and Welsh
Rarebit Worth Trying.
Baked Cheese. Take half a pound
of cheese, nine snow flake crackers
(pulverized), half tablespoon of butter.

Put the butter In a baking pan, then
sprinkle one layer of crackers and

one of grated cheese. Over this sprinkle one tablespoon ot sugar and a
little salt and pepper. Continue this
process with a layer of each (except
butter, salt and pepper), until It is one
and a half Inches thick;, then add
enough milk to wet. Put In oven and
bake until sufficiently dry to cut In
blocks two and a half inches square.
Serve hot on toast.
Cheese Neuveau (excellent luncheon
dish). Pieces of bread cut as If for
the table, thinly buttered and placed
a frying pan. Sprinkle salt very
lightly over them and add a thick
layer of grated cheese. Then another
layer of bread and salted cheese, and,
when the pan is full, pour over a
cup of milk. Cover closely and stand
on side of stove, where It willjBteam
slowly for twenty to thirty minutes.
Turn on hot platter and serve at once.
h
Cheese Fondu.
pound of
grated cheese, two eggs, three tablespoons ot butter, one tablespoon of
vermicelli, half a pint of milk, half a
teacupful of bread crumbs. Boll the
vermicelli in the milk and pour over
the bread crumbs in a pie dish. Melt
the butter and stir it In. Beat the
eggs and add with salt and pepper the
vermicelli and cheese, beating all the
time; add a teaspoon baking powder
and bake in quick oven half an hour.
of
Welsh Rarebit. One
pound
cheese, grated. Rub the bottom of a
dish with an onion. Put In the cheese,
add one tablespoon of tomato catsup,
one tablespoon of Worcestershire
sauce, half a tablespoon of salt, four
shakes of cayenne pepper and two
level tablespoonfuls of butter.
Stir
until it begins to melt, then add gradually four tablespoons of ale or beer.
When It is soft smooth and creamy,
pour It over toasted bread or toasted
crackers.
Cheese Souffle. Four eggs, one- of
fourth pound of cheese,
a pound of butter. Orate the cheese
and beat It well with the butter and
yolks of the eggs. Season with salt
and cayenne pepper.
Whisk the
whites to a stiff froth and stir in light
ly. Bake In a deep dish.
One-fourt-

New York. One hundred young
women at the Labor temple, Second
avenue and Fourteenth street, with
the approval of Rev. Charles Stelzle,
superintendent of the department of
labor of the Presbyterian church, have
formed the Girls' Diversity club and
prepared their own constitution.
When Mr. Stelzle and Kev. k. r,
Vauehan Inspected the constitution
thev were puzzled by the words.
chewing allowed.
Iced Apples.
An Investigation disclosed the true
Peel and core one dozen
cnewsituation. They simply meant
apples. Boll them gently In
ing gum, said Miss Panaylota Alexan- - one pint of water and a half pound of
or
me
drakla. the club leader, rart
sugar. Add the half of a grated lemon
constitution follows:
rind. When done remove and set
"The rules should be kept honestly. away to cool. Peel, core and chop
Dues, a penny a ween; no mauer, fine one dozen apples and add with a
present or absent, the penny must be pound of sugar to the sirup and, cookpaid. All are allowed to apean, Dut ing slowly,, reduce to a marmalade.
none must be bold. If a gin is spoKen Put a layer of the marmalade on the
to more than twice for being bold she dish, then a layer of the stewed whole
must be expelled. Chewing allowed apples, and proceed in this way until
Stories and singing must not go on the dish Is a pyramid shape. When
while we are working."
cold cover It with a rich meringue and
set In a hot oven a minute to take a
Miles.
Wireless Carries 4,492
delicate brown. Chill It and serve
San Francisco. It is claimed that a with whipped cream.
communl
wireless
for
world's record
cation between ship and shore was
Casserole Dinner.
made when a message was received at
In a buttered baking dish a
Place
Bteamer
the
from
a local station
layer of round beefsteak cut In pieces,
Korea 4,492 miles away. The local serving
size, and season with salt and
onerator heard a faint call from the
a little sifting of flour. On
pepper
and
message
could be dlstln
Korea. The
guished: "Steamer Korea, 4,492 out this put a layer ot sliced onions that
all well." The operator repeated the have been parboiled a few minutes,
add the seasoning of salt, pepper and
message and received an "O. K."
sifting of flour. Next add a layer of
tomatoes and more salt, pepper and
France Increases Navy.
Paris. By a vote of 461 to 76, the flour. For the top layer use potatoes
chamber ot deputies has agreed on cut in quarters and salt, pepper and
the construction of two battleships at flour them. Fill the dish full of water
private yards. The understanding Is and bake slowly two or three hours.
that later units will be built at gov- This is a delicious and wholesome dish
that Is easily prepared.
ernment arsenals.
one-fourt- h

good-flavore- d

Items of Interest From The
Springer Stockman.

W. R. HOLLY
e

Attorney-at-Luv-

E. II. Biernbaiyn, chief deputy
sheriff of Mora county under
Sheriff Andres Gandert, was in
the city Thursday from his home
.at Mora. From here Mr. Biern
baum went to Roy on official busi

Springer,

ness.
-

ased the big Abreu ranch on the
Rayado, will establish their New
Mexico offices in the Abbott
block in this city. D. A. Clouth-ie- r
will be in charge of this office
and the New Mexico end of their
business.
H. W. Farmer and Henry Parr
were in the city Wednesday a few
hours. They were traveling
overland from Mr. Farmer's
ranch in the La Cinta canon in
eastern San Miguel county below
Roy, to Raton, where they will be
interested in som of the proceedings of the Colfax county district
court, which convenes Monday.
Mr. Farr's little eleven year old
daughter accompanied them.
L. E. Alldredge of Roy, manager of the Floersheim Mercan
tile Uo. in mat city, was in
Springer Thursday and yester
day on business.
old-time-

rs

D. M.

Rov Monday on business.
still locating settlers.

in

ROY,

75c and Up

NEW MEXICO

Variety Machine
Works
ANDERSOX

Prop.

& SHELTKEN

A very complete assortment of the latest style creations in these goods from Philadelphia prettiest and
neatest patterns we have ever been able to secure.

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates' Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells

All

Wagon and Carriage

We wish to call your particular attention to our Silks
in evening shades Rangleys and Foulards. They are
exceedingly tasty.
And we would be pleased to show you over our
numerous new patterns in Cambrics, Percales, Ginghams, Curtain Draperies, etc. You are sure to be
pleased with our selection.

Work our Specialty
work Guaranteed

All

Variety Machine

---

Works

NEW MEX.

Eugene J. H. Roy
-

Roy

-

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO.
Roy, New Mexico

New Mexico

United States
Commissioner
Short-han-

stenographer
in Contest cases.

d

He is

Everything

For Rent.

land

in

matters-Fili-

33Z33EHEC

The Southwestern Hotel

fur-nish-

GRANVILLE KITCHELL,

Office with the

tate

ticulars inquire of
J. Floersheim.

&

Prop.

It is the Eating House of the Traveling Public

etc.

30

FIRST CLASS BEDS AND MEALS
Roy Real

Es-

GIVE US A TRIAL

RATES REASONABLE

Abstract Co.

'

ROY, NEW MEXICO

m

...

R

BE

The Goodman Mercantile Co.
(INC.)

H. GOODMAN, Manager

Dealers in General Merchandise
NEW STORE AND NEW STOCK
,

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Glassware, Groceries, Hay,
Feed, Flour and Anything that is needed in any Home
We also buy Country Farm Produce

We buy Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hides', Pelts and Wool.

Before Buying Elsewhere, Give Us a Call

y

ROY, MORA COUNTY,

.

-

m

The Best Equipped Hotel in Town

ngs,

Contests, Proofs and

acres of old ground adjoin
ing the town of Roy. For par

11 Cw?
E3SE&3S

from

Talbottof Solano, was

I:

acknowledged.

Springer come down to Roy, and
after sizing us up, declare seriously that this is like old times
and they want to move down here
to live, it makes us wonder
whether to feel complimented or
offended. Anyway they seemed
to enjoy themselves in a harmless
way while they were here.

TITBIT

Legal documents and papers

ROY,
When two

II I.A

W. FRED OGDEN
Notary Public

TheHagadorn Investment Co.

of Denver, who recently purch-

ummei

Practices in Territorial and
Federal Courts. :: :: :: ::
N. 31 ex.

-

-

'

-

-

NEW MEXICO

V

The Mexican situation has cleared
considerably at Washington. The attitude of the United States government
Irvln Ogden, Sr., Editor & Publisher.
has been made plain and there need
no longer be any doubt, It was said by
ROT.
NEW MEXICO
OF
administration officials, regarding the
President's policy. Mr. Taft tas .anCIVIC CONSCIOUSNESS.
nounced be will do everything possible
THE LATEST IMPORTANT DIS- to maintain friendly relations between
A New York lecturer in a recent adthis country and Mexico. Any rupture
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
dress undertook to demonstrate that
must come as the result of some overt
some of the practices of immigrants
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
act on Mexican soil.
in this country, which are trouble,
Before deciding upon a location for
some to the authorities, have their or
the headquarters of the proposed new
igin in the best intentions and may
STORY OF THE WEEK railway mail service division, which is
be easily corrected when the requireto he composed of the states of Nements of the American environments'
braska, Colorado, Wyoming and Utah,
are made clear to the new arrivals.
the postmaster general will hear repTHE PROGRESS OF resentatives of the cities competing
To illustrate his point he told an in- SHOWING
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
teresting story. A certain immigrant
for the place, Denver, Omaha, Cheyenne and Salt Lake. The interests of
mother of numerous offspring was
FOREIGN LANDS.
the postal service will be given considseveral times haled to court and fined
over the ambitions of the severation
for hurling her ashes into the city
eral cities.
WESTERN
street on which she lived, says the
Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin. With
SPORT.
A bill makine tha sale of clearettes
philosophic submission to arbitrary in
Utah a misdemeanor was disapGynn Henry, the Texas sprinter, will
governmental tyranny she paid her proved by Governor Spry.
be a member of the Olympic team that
Finally,
fines and went her way.
The Iowa Senate at the close of an
a charitable person, explained to her, exciting debate, defeated the resolu- goes to Sweden in 1912.
Frank Gotch, world's champion
In her own tongue why she should not tion for women suffrage hy a vote of
wrestler,
threw Fred Beell of Wisthrow her ashes into the street. It 27 to 21.
consin twice in a good finish match
Polish
appeared
then
that in the little
Upon receipt of the hews from Al
at Wichita, Kan.
village whence she came she and her pine that Mexican marauders had
George Hackenschmidt, the "Rusneighbors had been requested by a crossed the border near Chlsos and
sian lion," will sail for England March
away
of
driven
Duncan
General
cattle,
local authority to throw their ashes
29, after a farewell handicap match at
into the road by way of impromptu the Department of Texas ordered a Hoboken,
the night of the 28th.
trop
cavalry
Paso
of
the
El
in
Fourth
street building. Then he related a
gruelling fight for "twelve
After
a
and a troop of the Third' in Marathan,
contrasting anecdote as follows: "I
rounds, Hugo Kelly of Chicago, claim
to Alpine.
once heard one of the founders of the
middle-weigtitle, won
The troops, transports and naval ant for the
City Club say that when he came of
over
Bill
McKinnon
of
in the
Boston,
vessels, assembled at Galveston, are
age be asked his excellent father to
readj to move. They could get away latter city.
give him some idea of what might be in an incredibly short time if necesdeZybszko, the Polish wrestler,
his duties as a
citizen of sary. At Fort Crockett the thirty-si- x feated Paul Schmidt, the Capetown
The Pole
this great city. His father replied:
companies of coast artillery are giant in Buffalo, N. Y.
gained two falls, the first in 32:50 and
or"My son, as a gentleman and the son being transformed Into infantry
the second in 10.21.
of a gentleman, all you need know of ganizations.
Admiral Togo, who won the great
municipal procedure is that in order
That he has found a solution of the
to have your ashes properly cared for thrips problem is the belief of County naval battle of Tsushima, writes that
Horticulturist Earl L. Morris, of San he will tour the United States after
you must bribe the ashman."
c
spray acting as one of Japan's representaJose, Calif. A
used during the last few weeks has tives of the coronation of King George.
Who says the United States is not killed all thrips in orchards where lt
Frank Gotch easily won a handicap
enlightening the world?
The mana was applied and has not injured the wrestling match at Topeka, from
facture of what is called American buds, so far as observed up to this Charles Peters of Council Bluffs and
James Asbell of Kansas City, Mo. Ht
style furniture has become an impor time.
tant industry in Spain, where the peo- Western cities and towns make threw Peters in twelve minutes and
ple have a great liking for the prod the best showing for the first Asbell in sixteen minutes, both were
operations
of sthe half nelsons.
uct. This country was the pioneer In two months'
system
according
savings
postal
new
While endeavoring to score in a
at
turning out attractive furniture
Sever-oid- ,
moderate prices, as it has been the to a report issued by Postmaster Gen- practice game at Hot Springs,
forty-eigh- t
places
Of
ran
of
Cincinnati
eral
Hitchcock.
the
Nationals,
leader in many other innovations that
having postal banks, Leadville, Colo., into Catcher T. Clark of the second
have contributed to domestic comfort
leads with 362 depositors and $21,2Co team, with the result that Clark is in
and enjoyment, and the others are on deposit. Anaconda, Mont., is sec a hospital, suffering with concussion
catching on. It is reaching the point ond with 256 depositors and $13,750 of the brain.
where that sincere flattery which deposits. Laramie, Wyo., is sevenGuilty of murder in the first dedepositors gree, with
takes the form of imitation in becom- teenth with seventy-on- e
the punishment fixed at
The' total death by the jury, was the verdict reing more and more pronounced. Amer- and' $2,400 deposits.
forty-eight
number of depositors in the
ican ideas are being adopted
turned in the West Side Court at Denpostal savings offices is 2,661. the A- ver in the case of Lewis Wechter who
ggregate deposits, $133,869, an average shot and killed W. Clifford Burrowes
balance per depositor of $36.54.
on February 15th, last.
Telephone "rubbering" will be dis-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CONDENSATION

N

....

FRESH NEWS

d

lime-carboli-

couraged in New Hampshire should a
bill pending in the legislature become
a law. This measure provides a penalty of $10 for each offense when a
person breaks In on a telephone conversation. It is aimed especially at
the "listeners" on party wires, whose
curiosity leads them into attempting
to hear talk not intended for their
ears. The practice is not confined to
New Hampshire, but it will be interesting to observe the, degree of success attained in the Granite State in
dealing with the offense.
A New Yorker has bought for $3,600
a prize shorthorn cow in Canada and
has brought the animal home In a special car and in charge of two veterinary surgeons. It is evident that there
is money somewhere in the milk and
butter business when properly

Every typewriting machine has an
individuality, says an expert. We have
noticed that some of them are wretched spellers.

i
-- i.

WASHINGTON.
Officers of the State Militia, who
are to Join the army in Texas, are
not to report to the instruction camps
before April 1st.
President Taft, according to present
plans, will confine"his message to the
extra session of Congress to Canadian
reciprocity and the establishment of
a permanent tariff board.
Disappointment was manifest when
the Supreme Court of the United
State adjourned for two weeks without announcing its decision in either
the Standard OH or the Tobacco Corporation dissolution suits.
Sunday work in postoffice throughout the country is to be discontinued
so far as consistent with rapid transmission of the mail. It is not proposed
to close important postoffices entirely.
Certain work to prevent congestion
and delay must be done.
March promises to make a better
Bhowing than February did in government finances. Receipts from all
sources are keeping pace with February and the expenditures have been
fully $2,000,000 less, in pplte of the
fact that advances to the army to date
are $2,000,000 more than last month.

FREE
ADVICE

TO WOMEN
Women Buffering from any form of
Illness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
tead and answered by women. A wo--.

man can ireeiy talk
of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established this con-

fidence between
Mrs. Pinkham and
the women of
America which has
never been broken.
fJovoi hae a Via rmtt
nanea a Testimonial or used a letter
without the written consent of the
writer, and never has the Company
allowed these confidential letters to
pet out of their possession, as the

hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw
from, it is more than possible that she
has gained the very knowledge needed
in your case. She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has helped thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, Bhould be
glad to take advantage of this generous offer of assistance. Address Mrs.
Pinkham, care of Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Text Book. It is not a book for
general distribution, as it Is too
oxpensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for
It today.
80-pa- ge

Filling Her Program.
"Ah say, Miz Mandy, am yo program full?"
"Lordee, no, Mr. Lumley. It takes
mo' an a san'wich an' two olives to
fill my program."
DISTEMPER
In all its forms among all ages bf hones,

as well as dogs, cured and others in sama
stable prevented from having the disease
with SPOHN'S
DISTEMPER
CURE.
Every bottle guaranteed.
Over 600.000
bottles sold last year $.50 and $1.00. Any
good druggist, or send to manufacturers.
Agents wanted. Spohn Medical Co., Bpeo.
Contagious Diseases, Goshen, Ind.

It must have been' a spinster who
said that some widows wear heavy
veils to conceal their Joy.

The Denver Chamber of Commerce
has forwarded a check for $170 to the
general Chinese relief fund.
The
check brings the total Denver contributions toward helping the starving
Chinese forwarded through the Chamber of Commerce up to $536.

Whenever there is a tendency to constior biliousness, take a
pation,
cup of Garfield Tea. All druggists.

Announcement has been made that
featherweight
champion
pugilist, and Johnny Coulon, holder of
the bantamweight title, would meet
in New Orleans on April 9th in a
twenty-fiv- e
The conround bout.
ditions call for 116 pounds, ringside.

PROOF in the

Abe Attell,

FOREIGN.
A total of $875,708,925 gold has
years by
been invested in twenty-on- e
foreign interests In Mexico outside of
the mining industry.

China's reply to the Russian ultimatum dealing with the treaty of 1881
has been delivered at St. Petersburg.
It complies with Russia's demands.
Aviator Louis Breguet made a record performance at Doual, France,
whens he carried
leven passengers
two rfliles in his mqnoplane,
The
flight was made at a height varying
from 50 to 75 feet.

He Was a Judge.
Geraldine I am Just twenty-twoGerald Verdict set aside.

.

Morning J

We tell you about how good you'll
feel after taking a CASCARET
that millions of people buy, use
and recommend them But that's
talk you buy a box now take as
directed
and get the proof
in the morning After you know
CASCARETS
you'll never be
without them.
CASCARETS 10o a box for a week's
treatment, alldrngglgts. Biggest seller
in the world. Million boxes a month,
ht
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Advertised Letters

BRANCH
HOTEL

g ROY FOST OFFICE Mar. 1st.
W
The following is a list of adver

Pablo P. Branch Prop'r

tised letters for the month of Mar.

y When you come to Roy S remaining in the office uncalled
3 stop at The BRANCH Hotel, jjj tor. If not delivered in 30 davs
j

Entered as second class matter at the Postottice at Roy, Mora
County New Mexico, under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

jjj

Good Rooms,
Home Cook- ing. Meals served "Fain- ily style".

jjj

Both English and Spanish S

3

spoken, Rates Reasonable'

N

Iss jed every Saturday at Hoy, Mora County, New Mexico.

S

inscription Rates

Advertising Rates

-

single issue per inch
'
per month
t
Local rtaders. per line

$1.50 Display,
.75 Display,

Per year
Six months
Single copies

.05

15c
50c
5c

Getting Rid of the Blues.
Guide for Course In Life.
You must keep a brave front, whatParties, churches, .clubs and all orever happens. When you have an ganizations have their uses, perhaps,
attack of the blues write your worst but they are to be used and are not to
Imaginings, seal the envelope, and be allowed to absorb us. The spirit in
read it later. It is certain to make
you laugh. Not one alive but has
something to cry about, but a lot o'f
folks have learned to shoo clouds
away and keep trouble in the

will be sent to the Div. of Dead
Letters, Washington, D. C.
.In calling please say advertised
letter, giving number.

jjj

5
jjj

LETTERS
Brown, Howard.
2. Benziger & Co. (held for address)
3. Gutierrez, Jesus.
i. AIcGhee, Harry.
5.
Vargas, Vicente.
6. White; J. A.
James L. Swain, P. M.

jjj

1.

Tucumcari
Hospital.

N

Dr's. Thomson

& Noble,
Charge,
Surgeons in
'

Tucumcari, New Mexico

man 13 great and wonderful and above
all that it has made and all that has
been made for it. The more you love
and study men and the more you discount institutions in forming your
opinions the larger will be your heart. 2

First Notes of Music.
Music was the first sound heard In

EGGS FOR HATCHING!
R. C, B. Legnorns.
"Old Trusty". Incubators
R. S. Wood.
tf.

the creation when the stars sang to
gether. George P. Upton.
Where It Went.
little boy, who was taken to the
seaside for the first time, happened to
arrive when the tide was at the full.
On getting up the next morning and
looking for the sea, now far out, he
cried: "Why, mother, it's all gone
down its sink!"
A

Take The Spanish American.
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NEW MANAGEMENT

W, H, WILCOX,
U. S .""Court

NEW OWNERSHIP

Prompt and Careful Attention
en

C0

Giv

Land Matters

All

Life and

Itronger than L ver

Commissioner

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

Fire Insurance

I. O.

Agency.

0.

F.

Meets Nvery Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
.Visltinu members always welcome

Roy. New Mexico.

Max H. Karlsruher,
Noble Graud

James

L.

Swalm,

Secy.

.

Your Patronage Solicited

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

. . .

The Oriental Hotel

0

. . .

I

MRS. LEACH, Prop.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

...

First Class and

Up-to-da-

Service

te

0

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours
R0Y,

A Good Exarnpl
"I am a good example," writes Mrs. R. L Bell, of
McAlester, Okla., "oí what Cardui will do for suffering
women.
"I suffered with my head and back, for over six years,
and although I tried everything, I never could get anything to do me any good, until I began to take Cardui.
"Cardui has Surely helped me and built me up and I
have found something that will do
am so thankful that
me good. I feel so much stronger and better' than I have
in a long time."
It is well to make up your mind before you are sick
what medicine you will take when you are sick. ' .
1

NeW York Underwriters Agency
Established

hii'iag-i''ir.'i(-

18(54

POLICIES SECURED BY

......

Assets

.
Capital
Outstanding Losses

.

$24,363,634 99

....

Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chaltannooga, Tenn.,
book. 'Home Treatment lor Women." sent free
r

9 2,000,000 00

.

.

1,404,926 59

Reserve for Reinsurance

.

13,784,741 07

Net Surples
Surplus to

x

Write to- - Ladies-Advisorlor Special Instructions, and

D

W

H

...

Reserve for taxes not yet due

You will be glad to take it when you are tired, miserable and when life seems a weary grind. It will put
new thoughts into your head, fresh courage into your mind.
If not siek now, at least burn Cardui on to the pages
of your memory, so that when you are sick you will ask
for it without, thinking.
If sick or weak, get a bottle today. At all druggists.

New Mexico

-

Statement January 1, 1911

The Woman's Tonic
it:

-

INSURANCE

FIRE

fj

I

Take

.

Policy-hold-

.

200,000 00
6,923,967 33

-

$8,923,967 33

The NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY has a notable
record of nearly half a century of honorable dealing with the insuring
public.

EUGENE J. H. ROY, Agent
Roy, New Mexico

1

PECULIAR

AFTER

EFFECTS

OF GRIP THIS YEAR.
Leaves Kidney In Weakened Condition
1

Doctor In all parts of the country
Lave been kept busy with the epldemlo
of grip which has visited so many
homes. The symptoms of grin this year
are very distressing and leave the system in a run down condition, particularly the, kidneys which seem to suffer
most, as every victim complains of
lame back and urinary troubles which
should not be neglected, as these danger signals often lead to more serious
sickness, such as dreaded Bright's Disease. Local druggists report a large
sale on Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rowhich
so many people say soon heals and
strengthens the kidneys after an atIs a great
tack of grip. Swamp-Rokidney, liver and bladder remedy, and,
being an herbal compound, has a gentle healing effect on the kidneys, which
Is almost Immediately noticed by those
who try It Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
N. T., offer to send a sample
bottle of Swamp-Roo- t,
free by mall, to
every sufferer who requests It A trial
will convince any one who may be In
seed of it. Regular size bottles EO cts.
and $1.00. For sale at all druggists.
Be sure to mention this paper.
ot

ot

BIng-hamto-

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.
Minor Occurences of More Than Ordi-

nary Interest.

Farmington is introducing the Chinese pheasant.
Gov. Mills has designated March 31
as Arbor day in New Mexico,
Artesia Odd Fellows will celebrate
the anniversary of the order, April 26.
Preliminary arrangements have been
made for a railroad from Melrose to
Pecos.
Governor Mills appointed Fred A.
Becker of Belen, Valencia county, a
notary public.
The state camp of the Royal Neighbors of America recently met at
Farmington.
Governor Mills has returned to
Santa Fe from Albuquerque where he
attended the Roosevelt reception.
Roswell has the distinction of be
ing the only and the first Advertising
Men's club to organize in the state.
The Curry County Teachers' Asso
ciation is to meet at Clovls on Friday
and Saturday, March 31st and April

Ifyw find any sub
stance in yxxirDOKJTJ'
in$ injurious to SSS stir
neeim mace,
-

r

from bak

ing powder.
minis can
there i-s-
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$1000

In it for you
Calumet has been backed for years by an offer
of $1,000 for any substance injurious to health
found in the baking prepared with it.
Does not this and the fact that it complies with
all pure food laws, both State and National,
prove that Calumet is absolutely pure?
With the purity question settled then Calumet
is undoubtedly the best Baking Powder. It
contains more leavening power; it is more unievery can is the same.
It assures
form
better results and is moderate in price.

RClved Highest Award World' Pure Food Exposition

CALUMET
BAKING POWDER
Pare to the Can

tatbeSaUn

1st

rr

The fruit growers of the Pecos val
ley, and especially in the Roswell district, are preparing to smudge as
never before.
THOUGHTS OP FOOD.
v
Henry Sanders of California, Mo.
was taken off of Santa Fe train No. 2
at Albuquerque In a deranged state of
mind.
In a NIc Sanitary Airtight Package
A movement is on foot to close all
Containing Guaranteed Full Weight
shops, drug
of the confectioners'
stores and tobacconists on Sunday in
la the Only Way We Pack
Roswell.
The Santa Fe motorists are now
planning a trip over the Scenic high
way from Santa Fe to Las Vegas some
Dreamy Dupont Dey say dat a man time in the near future.
down east has Invented a machine fer
The Dexter Ditcher Company last
Oyer 2 Million Packages Sold Weekly.
photygraffin' what a feller thinks.
week completed over 8,000 feet of tile
Windy Rivers Well, tt dat guy drain ditch for Charles de Bremond
could only photygraf what s on me on his farm east of Roswell.
mind at dls minute he'd git an epicu
The Eddy County Teachers' Associarean masterpiece dat would make yer tion held recently in Carlsbad at the
The Why.
sit up and take notice.
high school building was one of the
"How long are you going to stay
nrost successful meetings the associa- In Monte Carlo?"
. "Six days."
ECZEMA tion has yet held.
WITH
DISFIGURED
"Why exactly six days?"
reGovernor W. J. Mills has made a
Cu quickly be overcome by
"Because I've only brought six cos"Our little boy Gilbert was troubled quisition on the governor of Texas for
CARTER'S LITTLE
with eczema when but a few weeks Edward Baker, who is In an El Paso tumes with me!"
PILLS.
LIVER
old. His little face was covered with jail and who is wanted- - in Grant coun. Purely vegetable
ty
regúlate
Dr. Pierce'i Pleasant Pelleta
for raising a check.
sores even to back of his ears. The
sure!
ad
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
I CARTERS'
poor little fellow suffered very much,
By av unanimous vote the voters ungently on tl
tiny granules, easy to take
litThe sores began as pimples, his
tret. Cure
der the proposed citizens' ditch irriga as candy.
Biliousness,
tle face was disfigured very much. tion project, at Azetc, carried the
Heed,
We hardly knew what be looked like, question of forming an irrigation disHow easy it is for the people who
eclw,
The face looked like raw meat We trict.
are down on excitement in religion to
Dizzi
bags
over
his
of
cloth
tied little
They do Úmk duty
For the first time in her history the fire all their gasoline at a baseball
Bess, end Indlgotioa.
hands to prevent him from scratching,
Union county this year game.
men
stock
of
'itasafl Prie.
Small
Snail
Dm,
m.
very
hla
night
at
was
restless
He
are feeding their cattle and sheep at
Signature
mutUi
Genuine
little face itched.
SHAKE INTO YOTJR SHOES
"We consulted two doctors at Chi home instead of shipping them to Allen's
(be Antlseptlo powder for Tired,
Colorado.
aching,
swollen, nerrous feet. Gires rest and
cago, where we resided at that time,
comfort. Makes walking a delight. Bold ererywnere,
A committee of Clovis good roada S6o. Don't accept soy substitute. For 1'BiSH
After trying all the medicine of the
two doctors without any result we boosters report that work on the pro- sample, address Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
" PÁftKER'S
highway between
read of the Cutlcura Remedies, and at posed eighteen-mil- e
Quite
So.
HAIR BALSAM
once bought the Cutlcura Soap and Clovis and Portales will begin as soon
CImmm and beautifias Iht hat
'
"Was your brother hurt at pole
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Following the directions as possible.
Ointment.
Tails to Bettors Gray
vaulting last night?"
i . Nerer
Color.
Hair to Its Touthful
carefully and promptly we saw the rekali lalluij.
Cum scalp dlaaaaaa
Uncle Jack Wilson of Aztec, is
get
hopes
over
to
It
"Yes,
he
but
.on at rrurelW
iOe, and
Mty, AjSfl
sult, and after four weeks the 'dear dead at the age of ninety-twyears. all right."
child's face was as fine and clean as He was one of the best known
any little baby's face. Every one who
and frontiersman in this westONLY ONB "BROMO OTJINTNE."
saw Gilbert after using the Cutlcura ern country.
That Is LAXATlVi BHOMO QUÍNIN8. Look fot
oí H. w. uhovb. Used the World
signature
the
He has a
Remedies was surprised.
oyer to Cure a Cold In One Dar. 20c
Superintendent
Santa
Romero
the
of
any
pride
for
which
is
of
a
bead
hair
dins tmlek rallaf to va lrrlUtlaai eaaws ky Sut, ra w wlat,
boy of his age, three years. We can Fe penitentiary states that he has a
A man of few words isn't cut out
only recommend the Cutlcura Reme- force of convicts available for work on
to work with and
DEFIANCE STARCH eaulest
starches clotnes nlostu
dies to everybody." (Signed) Mrs. H. the Albuquerque end of the Camino for a compositor.
Albrecht, Box 883, West Point, Neb., Real If desired.'
Oct. 26, 1910.
Laborers on the new Roswell Gas FREE SAMPLE OF LAXATIVE
Send to Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., and Electric Company building now
CURED THEIR CONSTIPATION
sole props., Boston, Mass., for free 32- - under construction will work ten
page book, a guide to skin and hair hours per day, but at the union scale
health.
cents per hour, or $2.50
of twenty-fiv- e
When a person has become discouraged druggist. Mr. J. J. Petty of UnlonvtUe,
day.
each
on
It Depends
the Liver.
through years of failure to find a cure, Mo., Mr. George W. Zimmerman of
A canning factory for Albuquerque and finally, perhaps, gives up trying, it
Pa., and many others of both
"Is life worth living? that depends
that he becomes skep- sexes and in all parts of the country first
upon the liver." Yes, and that again and a railroad between Farmington Is small wonder
tical. And yet, to all who have con- used a sample bottle and now have it
depends upon what you eat, and bow and Albuquerque, were the two chief stipation, we would say, "Try Just one regularly In the notice.
largely
at
a
at
considered
matters
eat.,
you
You will learn to do away with salts,
.
thing more."
We wish you would try Dr. Caldwell's waters and cathartics for these are but
Henry Ward Beecher once Bald: "A tended meeting of the Farmington
temporary
Pepsin,
tonic
has
a
Syrup
that
laxative
reliefs while Dr. Caldwell's
man with a bad liver cannot be a Commercial Club recently.
Thousands Syrup Pepsin Is guaranteed to cure perbeen UBed for a generation.
good Christian." Henry made some
your
manently.
surely
some
friends
using
of
RoS'
it;
are
It will train your stomach and
signed
at
nas
been
A contract
mistakes, but , In this statement be well by the terms of which all the among the number. Tou can buy It of bowel muscles so that they will do their
and one dol- worlt again naturally without outside aid.
was eminently correct. It is only an- telephone lines of the Pecos valley any druggist at fifty cents
a bottle, but better still, send your Cast aside your skepticism and try Syrup
other version of a phrase frequently local and long distance, are. to pass lar
name and address to Dr. Caldwell for a Pepsin.
used by the editor of the Care of the into the control of ths Colorado Tele free sample bottle. He will' send you
For the free sample address Dr. W. B.
enough to convince you of Its merits, and Caldwell, 201 Caldwell building, Monti
Body: "As a man eatetb. so is be."
phone and Telegraph Company (ths then it you uk. it you tan buy it of your cello, I1L
Los Angelss Tlmss.
Bell system).

"For Tea You Can't Beat Upton's

TEA

UFT0K1

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

y

"--

Sugar-coate-

Foot-Hu-

'"""í'
'0

Í?WL

o

old-time-

.

Thompson's
Eye

water

Har-rlsbur- g,

FRENCH

Rheumatism Advice

BEAN
A

Prominent Doctor's Best
Prescription le Easily Mixed.

COFFEE,
HEALTHFUL DRINK

jk

Give

"Get one ounce of syrup of Sarsapa-rlll- a
compound and one ounce-- of
Torls
compound. Then get half a pint of gooa
whisky and put the other two Ingredients into It Take a tablespoonful
of
this mixture before each meal and at
bed time. Shake the bottle before using." This is not new In this city as
many of the worse cases of rheumatism
and back-ach- e
have been cured by it
Good results come the first day.
Any
druggist has these ingredients on hand
or will quickly get them from his
wholesale house. Any one can mix
them.
Seems to Be Wrong.
Howell Whatever Is Is right
.

.

Powell But suppose a fellow soaks
you with his left?
Hamlins Wizard Oil is recommended by
many physicians. It is used in many public and private hospitals. Why not keep
a bottle on hand in your own home?

Actions, lookB, words steps from
the alphabet by which you spell character. Lavater.

The healthiest ever; you can grow
It la your own garden on a small
patch 10 by 10, producing 50 pounds or
more. Ripens In Wisconsin 90 days.
Used in great quantities In France,
Germany and all over Europe. Send
15 cents la stamps and we will mall
you a package giving full culture directions as also our mammoth seed
catalog free, or send 81 cents and get
In addition to above 10,000 kernels
unsurpassable vegetable and flower
seeds enough for bushels of vegetables and flowers.
John A. Salzer
Seed Co., 182 S. 8th St, La Crosse, Wis.

THB CHILl--

O.

?

I
I

science of seed
trowing.

Leads all other medicines in
the cure of all spring ailments,
humors, loss of appetite, that
tired feeling, paleness and
nervousness. Take it.

always do 1
exactly what yon I
expect of them. For ale
everywhere.
Free on request
D. M. FERRY A COCejtroH.MWl.1

iwu

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Ywt,

A

It" Tut, Blwriak li

Country School for Girls

country and city Ufe
porta on
schovl park ot 36 acres Dear tbe Hudaon Hirer.
Ac&demtoUourse Primar; Class toGr&dnntlon.
Muslo and Art aim baKus u iim w units

PATENTS

ASM

RuraUUsm

The use of the

hv 11M St, Wm

IN NEW YOKK CITY. Bett feature of

TMinami
TELLS

to-d- ay

Sarsaparilla

Urs. Window's Soothing Symp for Children
teething, softens the gums, rednoet inflammation, allays pain,oures wind eolle, tte a bottle.

guage usually talks enough for two.

i The confidence felt by iarmert and
I gardeners
in Ferry Seeds
would have been impossible to leel in
I any seeds two score ol years
tgo. we have made
1

Here's a tip, young man. Convince
a girl that she shouldn't love you, and
she will.

A woman who speaks but one lan-

9.

WataE.Cn1eman,Waiib.

KNOWN THE

'

WORLD OVER

starts habits of energyinitiation

nrnaOirr

IngtoD.D.C. Buok free. High-ea- t
lefereooea,
Beet results.

ril,
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CTARPU esslest to work with nd
starches clothes nicest.

W. N. U.. DENVER,
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THE GRIP

Colds and Chills Bring Kidney Ills
February, March and April are the backache months, because they are months of colds, chills,
grip and pneumonia, with their congesting, weakening influence on the kidneys. Colds, chills, or grip strain
the kidneys and start backache, urinary disorders and uric acid troubles. You feel lame, weak and tired
and have headache, dizzy feelings, achy muscles and joints; too frequent, painful urinary passages, sediment,
etc. Chills hurt the kidneys. Likewise well kidneys often prevent taking cold, by helping to pass off
the waste matters of cold congestion. Doan's Kidney Pills are very useful in the raw winter and spring
months. They stop backache and urinary disorders, keep the kidneys well and prevent colds from settling
on the kidneys. Strong testimony proves it. What better evidence could you ask? .

CONVINCING PROOF

FROM

IN HOSPITAL FOR NINE MONTHS.
Awful Tale of Suffering From Kidney Trouble.
Alfred J. O'Brien, No. 2nd St, Sterling Colo., says: "I
was In the Baltimore Marine Hospital for nine months. - I
was emaciated from fever, had a persist-

THE SHADOW OF DEATH.
Woman's Remarkable Recovery.
Mrs. Enos Shearer, Yew St., Centralia, Wash., with one
gone, the other badly diseased, and five doctors In consultation, was thought to be in a hopeless
state. "My limbs were so swollen," said
Mrs. Shearer, "that I could hardly get about
I rapidly grew worse until the doctor said
one kidney was entirely gone and the other
badly decayed. The end seemed near, and
my friends gave me up to die. On my
brother's advice I began using Doan's Kidney Pills and after the fourth day I was
able to be propped up in bed. Through their
use I rapidly improved until at the present
time I am active and well, although 65 years old. I can do
fully as much work as any woman in Centralia, and enjoy
good health."
A Washington

ent ache in my back and was completely

worn out. The urine was in a terrible
state, and some days I would pass half a
gallon of blood. I left the hospital because they wanted to operate on me. I
then went to St. Joseph's Hospital In
Omaha and put in three months there
without any gain. I was pretty well discouraged when I was advised to use
Doan's Kidney Pills, but by the time I
had used one box the pain in the back
left me. I kept right on. and a perfect
cure was the result You may put anyone in communication
with me and I will give them proof that this statement is cor-

Bp

rect"

GRATEFUL USERS

.

Test Doan'a Kidney Pills Yourself
Cut out this coupon, mail it to
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
A free trial package of
Doan'i Kidney Pills will be mailed you promptly.

A TRIAL FREE

Foster-Milbu-

a .f

m

No. 182

tf

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILL
V TM MM
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dealers.. Prlco so cents
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Co., Buffalo, N.Y., Proprietors
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Modern Woodmen
of America

Pleasant View

Mills Items

Restaurant & Bakery

CampNo.14361

i

'

Mrs. Ida Church, Prop.

FRESH BREAD,

Most of the farmers are busy
Meetings held each first and third
CAKES and PIES
in this vicinity.
plowing
"week.
Tuesday in every month.
last
Always on Hand
A. M. Kerns, council.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A Powell visMills was favored on Monday
L. É. Aldridge, Clerk.
Meals and Short Orders
with a visit from the State School ited Mr. arid Mrs. James JohnNEW MEXICO
ROY,.
Superintendent, Mr, Clark, and son Sunday.
Woodmen of
the County Superintendent, Bias R. W. Mitchell and son, Guy,
the World
Sanchez, They came in an auto were Roy visitors Monday.
THE ROY ,
and visited the school in Dist. No.
Mrs. li. W. lioulware was on
Cedar Stump
20 and also Dist, .Na 36. We
the sick list last week.
Camp
J. M. ALDRIDGE, Prop.
would be glad to see them often,
School closes at Pleasant View
Shaving
and Hair Cutting
and we are sure that New Mexico
No. 61
31.
March
Friday,
does not rank second in her head
Agency for
CamD "meets last Thursday of each
school officers:
Laundry
was
the
Solano,
Steam
of
months.
Willie Short
month during summer
w.
r.
nnaaii,
Merc. Co. Bldg.
in
Floersheim
the
Shop
Mr. Cress has bought a burro guest of Carlyle Boulware Sun
Council Commander.
MEXICO
NEW
ROY,
M. D. Gibbs, Clerk.
x
which Mrs. C. is learning to ride day.'
for her health.
Prof. Wm. G. Johnson was a
Mrs.' Ella Holmes and baby are visitor in this vicinity Saturday
visiting with her parents, Mr. and Sunday.
and Mrs. Lumbard. . ,y
Miss Emma Boulware visited
Annie
Eula. Johnson Saturday
Uovell Seright and wife were
chirivarried last Monday,, night night and Sunday..
LEANDRO ARCHULELA, Proprietor .
with the usualaccompaniment of
Claud and Jessie Hoskins vis
Dealer in Fine Wines, Whiskeys and Cigars
tin pans, cow bells and guns, but ited atthe Boulware home Sun
it was concluded with a nice little day.
It is the headquarters of all the old timers,
party and refreshments.
Guy Mitchell called on Carrol
and why not the new comers?
Johnson Sunday.
Ruling Pslon.
Come and see me once a patron, always a patron
Literary every Saturday night,
new tutor) "Alwayi
Mr. Popham went to Arkansas

.

BARBER SHOP

.

,

(

.

.

The Jockey Club Saloon
-

.

Banker

(toV

bear In mind that in"njy "children I am Everybody come.
Intrusting to you my most precious
possessions and "fefvV them your best
And what Is 'your lowest price?"
Blaetter," ;?
,;

File-gend- e

A New Honor.'
The children had been taken by their
father to witness the Decoration day
parade. On their return they vied
"Temptation.- One trouble with a good many peo with each1 othef "in 'telling mámma all
ple is that they cari't.knep from buy- about It. "And oh, mamma! what do
in
ing things they don't want If the sell you think?" cried the
ers "are willing , to throw - In cheap great excitement. "They salooned tht
Delineator.
old soldiers
things which, they don t need.
(

.

'

?

NEW MEXICO

he

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
THE
"
"
:.:

Prop.

DR.' M. D. GIBBS,
Dealer in

:

;

-

;

DRUG S,
STATIONERY AND CANDY
Have Always on Hand Fine Cigars, Newspapers and Magazines
,

'

THIRD STREET

ROY, NEW MEXICO

COCCOCXDOOOOOÓ

No state in the Union today offers
such great advantages for investement as does this new and
growing state. Our large acquaintances over the state gives us
the opportunity of knowing the pulse of the best interests in

The Land of Opportunities.

Homesteads, Relinquishments, Deeded Lands, City Property
and Business Opportunities. Money 'invested here in farms
The hardest matter we
brings SURE and QUICK 1ÍESULTS.
Friends
that the opportunites
have is to convince our Eastern
are here. When they come they find we are not over estimated
in the least. Our experience is yours for the askiDg. Here are
our lines:
HOMESTEADS
RELINQUISHMENTS

FRANK A. ROY
president.

C. F. ROY
Vice. Pres.

.

WM. C. ROY
Sec. & Treas.

DEEDED LANDS
TOWN PROPEltTY

The Roy Land & Live Stock
Company.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000
ORIGINATORS

We trade for anything." Agricultural Land

and Stock Ranches

for sale or trade. Government Land that can be taken in 320
acre Homesteads, in Mora, Colfax and Union Counties. Call
or write for particulars.

AND OWNERS OF

THE ROY TOWNSITE
DEALERS IN

Real Estate and Ranches

THE ROY REAL ESTATE &
ABSTRACT Co,

Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses
!'Wé hoíd several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale.

Roy, Mora Couny,

Town Lots a Specialty
f

t- -

,

V

-

ooooo

New Mexico.

Keep an eye on the man who tries

to flatter you.

More people have the gift of gab
than the gift of silence.

NEW MEXICO NEWS

Don't go too fast, young man, even
If the road Js smooth.
If a man has a had reputation, It's
easy for him to live down to It.
The essentials to domestic strife aré
a fussy husband and a nagging wife.
It makes a mother mad if her son's
wife is deeper in the social swim than
herself.
While a steel band may be stronger
than a brass band, the latter is more
successful in holding a crowd. Chicago News.

Gathered From

Only an optimist enjoys being
fooled If he knows It
How we delight to see a loafer get
his tire punctured!
The more money you have the
more things will come your way.
A man admires a modest girl almost as doesn't the other brand.
Believe only half yu hear then
s
proceed to forget
of that.
All men are born honest, but it requires constant practice to keep that
way.
A girl may not enjoy flirting unless
she knows it makes some other girl
miserable.
Many a woman who claims credit
for her husband's success in reality
acted as a handicapper.
We are unable to recall the namei
of any of our acquaintances who are
too respectable to enjoy life.
Mark Antony: "I didn't know it was
so late, Cleo. I must be going."
Some men would be brighter if they
were to reflect more and some would
reflect more if they were brighter.
No. Cordelia, an office seeker isn't
a man who runs for a postoffice in
order to mall his wife's letter to her
mother. Chicago News.

U I

DENVER DIRECTORY
1
flflY Dealer In all kinds of
nnil II. ILUUF.
CHANDIHE. Mammoth cata-Io- s
mailed frea. Cor. 16th A Blake. Denver.
MKR-DUI-

RELIABLE : PROMPT
Gold. 75c; Gold and Sliver. tl.OO: Gold. Silver
and Copper, $1.60. Gold and Silver refined
and bought. Writ for free mailing sacks.
Ogden Assay Co., 1536 Court PI.. Denver

ASSAYS

Low Colonist Rates
The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad
The Scenlo Line of the World."
Ticket, on Sale March 10th
April 10th, 1911, Inc.

$25
TO
San Franclsso
Los Angeles
Kan Diego
San Jose
-

FROM

Denver

Colorado Spring!

Pueblo
Florence
Marysvllle
Canon City
Sacramento
Salida
Stockton
Buena Vista
Portland
Leadvllle
Tacoma
Olenwood Spring
Seattle
Delta
Spokane
Grand Junction
Vancouver. B. f
Montrose
Victoria, B. C.
Gunnison
Dally Lines of Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars will leave Denver dally via
THE DENVER & RIO GRANDE
for Ban Francisco and Loa Angeles
without change.
ELECTRIC UGHTED TOURIST CARS
TO SAN FRANCISCO

via Bait Lake City and the New Western Pacific Railway,
For full particulars, train service, reservations, etc,, call on any Rio
Grande Agent, or address
FRANK A. WADLEIGH,
.ral Passenger Agent, Denver, Cola.

1Ik

UH

All Parts of the State
Distribution of Trout.
Santa Fe. Game and Fish Warden
Gable has completed the distribution
of 3,000 trout fry in the streams north
of Sania Fe. The fish were secured
from the hatchery at Creede, Colo.

For Infants and Children,

The Kind You llavo
.

similating

Promotes

Wjiw

o
of

i

tfOMDrSÁffíUFimSH

Sni
Ait
AmmiiU

ÉitmintaUtnlm
Him Sttd .
Winkym. flnvtn

perfect Remedy forConsllb

tion , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Convulsions .Fever i
Loss OF SLEEP.

Embezzlers Arrested.
Olathe, Colo. His disguise as a
sheepherder did not prevent the arrest of Hosea Archuleta, charged with
absconding with funds while he was
postmaster of Questa, N. M. Archuleta was arrested by Deputy United
States Marshal F. Jeffords of Denver.
He is charged with embezzling $375.

Tac Simile Signature

The Centaur

of

nU'

Guaranteed under the FoodaiidJ
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

c

.

Uso

For Over

Thirty Years

Company.n

NEW YORK.

Is Promoted.
E. Dowling, Santa Fo

division, with headquarters in Las
Vegas, succeeding F. H. Shafer, resigned.' HerberrE. Fell, assistant
trainmaster at Pueblo, succeeds Dowling at Raton.

.

Mx.Stim
MhUtSmHi

A

trainmaster at Raton, has been appoint trainmaster for the New Mexico

w

0

Not Marc otic.

Desperate Men Break Jail.
Albuquerque. Nine prisoners, including Joe Grimes' and Thomas Hart
desperate safe robbers, sawed and
forced their way out of the county
jail and although a dozen posses are
scouring the country no trace of the
fugitives has been found.

Dowling

Digestion,Cheerful-nessandRest.Contai-

uears:tne

neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

h

Albuquerque.

Always Bought

""""

AVef etabk Preparation for Asthe Fond nnrlDJnl.
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

Another Artesian Well.
Albuquerque. Another big artesian
well has been brought Jn on the Brunk
& Hoover farm, near Roswell, In the
Pecos valley. The well Is 920 feet
deep and spouts 2,000 gallons a minute, twenty Inches high, out of an
eight-inccasing.

two-third-

Scientific Management in Business.
In his paper on "The Human Side
of Scientific Management," in the
April Century, the second in the r,erie3
on "The Awakening of the American
Business Man," Will Irwin has written equally for employer and employe, maintaining that the present
and permanent tendency of this new
"scientific management" "is all toward improvement In the lot of the
employe, as well as toward improvement in the ouput of the

1

turn
Vns

iiimiii

pant, miw voaa errr.

J

Doubts.

School Boys' Garden.
"The Stranger Are you quite sure
An admirable scheme to have a
that that was a marriage license you school boys' garden next year, has
gave me last month?
been planned by the authorities of
The Official Of course! What's Elming, N. T. Last summer a hunGood
Season.
State Has
the matter?
dred boys made good as farmers of
Albuquerque. Heavy rains all over
The Stranger Well, I've lived a vacant lots, and it Is now proposed to
New Mexico are reported in the last dog's life ever since. Sketch.
place practically all such unused
few days, with a number of violent
property in the city under cultivation,
electrical storms. Added to the gen- 'Garfield Tea stimulates the liver, cor- the pupils of the public schools to be
erous rains and snow of a few weeks rects constipation, cleanses the system and the gardeners and to reap the profits
ago, the precipitation has started the rids the blood of impurities. All druggists. from their products.
grass with a rush and everywhere
Before a Shop Window.
PILES CT7KED IH 8 TO 14DAT8
farmers are looking for the best seaToitTdrninjlBt will refund money il PAZO OINT
Billy
Buy me that little rocking UBNT-frT.
years.
son for three to five
to enre nr cat of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding or Protrudln ills la t to U days. Hg.
horse, papa.
Dad If you are a good boy, you
Up to Him.
Important Late Land Ruling.
shall have it next Christmas.
Tom I'm dead sore. I lost $5 toBilly
Buy
reNo!
It now. I may have
Las Cruces. The register and
day. I feel like somebody ought to
ceiver of the United Staes Land Of- a new papa before next Christmas.
kick me.
adfice at Las Cruces have just been
Tess (absently) Why don't you
Try Harina Ere Remedy for Red,
vised by the commissioner of the genfather for my hand tonight he's
ask
Watery
Eyes
Eyelids.
Granulated
and
eral land office at Washington of the No Smarting- - Just Eye Comfort Mu- right In the library.
pasage of an act of Congress on rine Bye Salve In 'Aseptlo Tubes New
February 3, 1911, whereby it is provid- Size 25c. Murine Eye Remody Liquid
25o and 60o.
For a disordered liver, take Garfield Tea,
ed that anyone who prior to the passthe Herb laxative. All druggists.
age of this act had taken a homeIf a" man succeeded in discovering
entry and had perpetual motion he probably
stead or desert-lan8hortly after her marriage a woman
would,
abandoned the same and had not re- not feel as proud as he did when as packs her Ideals away In moth balls
linquished for a valuable consideration a boy he discovered that he could and, pays no more attention to them
(other than an amount equal to the whistle through his teeth.
until she becomes a widow.
filing fees) or whose entry had not
d
been canceled for fraud, would be
upon a proper affidavit to make
a second homestead or desert land
entry.
There is one man in the United States who has perhaps heard
more women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
Elephant Butte Looks Good.
me seorets 01 sunenng, and tney Have been confided to Dr.
R. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and heln.
Elephant Butte. With 400 men on
That (ew of these women have been disappointed in their exthe job, getting everything in readipectations is proved by the faot that ninety-eigper cent, of
ness for the begining of. actual conall women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
beginning
are
things
work,
altogether cured. Such a reoord would be remarkable if the
struction
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
to be real active in Elephant Butte,
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - miland within a short time it is believed
lion women, in a practice of over 40 rears, it is ohenomenal.
the United States Reclamation Service
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
will formally commence building one
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
In
projects
of the largest reclamation
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pieroo by letter, absolutely without
the world. The railroad spur being
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as withbuilt from Engle to the dam site, a
out fee, to World's Dispensary Medicat Association, Dr. R. V. Pleroe, Prest..
distance of twelve miles, Is being
Buffalo, N. Y.
r
rushed to completion, and provisions
formerly
supplies,
building
and
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
brought by overland transportation,
SVEmOcom
XVoxxxeax Stx-oxaare now being carried over the railo
road to within two or three miles
Elephant Butte.
U

d

per-mlte-

Women's Secrets

ht

Weak

e,

Biol. Women Well,

Police for Publication

CONTEST NOl'lCE.

CONTEST NOTICE
No. C3677,
Interior,
Department of Interior
U. S. Land Office, Clayton. N. M'
U.S. Land Office.
Attorney at Law
Clayton N. M. October 28, 1910
Jan. 5, 1911
Practice in All Courts
A sufficient contest
affidavit having
A sufficient contest affidavit having
been filed in this office by Fletcher l een filed in this office by Lloyd P Justice of the Peace, Probate, District and Supreme Courts
contestant,
against homeM. Lúmsden,
contestant, against H. Upton,
, serial No. 011
stead Entry No.
E. No.
, serial No. 04469, made
Land Matters a Specialty
72, made
Sept. 11, '08, for SE1, NEI
January 28, 1907, for SEi, Section Section 23. S J NWi & SWi NEi Sec23,Twp. 19 N, range 27 E. NMP Men tion 24, Township líi. N. R.ange 26 E., WAGON MOUND, NEW MEXICO
dian, by Frank Fellrath, contestee, In NMP Meridian, by Ernest W. Holt
alleged
is
which ii is alleged that said Frank contestee, in which it
that the
said
Ernest W. Holt
April, 1911.
Fellrath has wholly abandoned his
has wholly abandoned his said Home
Claimant names as witnesses;
said homestead entry:, that he has stead Entry,
Charles J. Burton,
for the two years last
Marion Conner,
wholly failed to comply with the law
past and up to this date, that he has
Noel L. Burton, Francis M. Hughes,
under which he is seeking title; that he never
cultivated any of the land emall of Solano, N, M.
has failed to reside upon, cultivate or braced in his homestead entry
and in.
Roy Bros., Props.
Edward W. Fox,
improve the same; that the above menno way complied with the homestead
Register
tioned defects exist and have existed laws under which he is seeking
title to
for more than six months last past and above described land.
continue to the date hereof Jan. u 11,
Notice For Publication.
Said parties are hereby notilied to ap
Fancy Groceries,
said parties are hereby notified to
Department of the Interior,
pear,, respond, and offer evidence
evidence,
offer
respond
and
U. S. Land Office,
Fresh Fruits and
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
Clayton, N. M., Mar. 3, 1911
m. on April. 21, 1911, before U. S.
Vegetables
a. in. on Apr. 13th, 1911, before U. S. Ct Com. W.H. Willcox, at his office
Notice is hereby given that
Ct. Commissioner, W. H. ' Willcox ai
Always" on Hand
in Roy, N.. M.(and that final hearing
Pedro Narbais, of Solano, N. M. who
office in Roy, N.M. and that final
his
will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on
on Mar. 16, 1906, made H. E. No. 7671
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock on Apr. 28, 1911, before) the Register and
serial No. 03771, for SWi NWi, WJ
Apr. 20th 1911 before the Register
Receiver at the United States Land
SWJ, Sec. 4 and'SEi SEJ 'section 5,
and Receiver at the United States Office in Clayton, N. M.
Fish and Oysters in Season
Township 18 north, Range 27 E. N.M.
Land office in Clayton, N. M.
tThe said contestant having, in a
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tThe said contestant having in a proper Naffldavit, filed Feb. 16, 1911,
Five-yea- r
tion to make Final
We can furnish you with the very
proper affidavit, filed Feb. 24 1911, set set forth facts which show that after
Proof to establish claim to the land
forth facts which show that after due due diligence personal service of this best of edibles for the every day and
above described, before U, S. Court
holiday trade. The very best goods at
diligence personal service of this not
notice can not be mada, it is hereby
Commissioner, W. H. Willcox, at his
the most reasonable prices.
ice can not be made, it is hereby order
ordered and directed that such notice
office, at Roy, New Mexico, on the 17th
ed and directed that such n otice be be
1911.
givin by due and proper public
day of April,
given by due and proper publication
Once a Customer, Always One
ation.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox,
Dionicio Lucero,
Isaac K artinez,
5
Register
5
Register.
Leonoro Pacheco, Leopoldo Andrade 4
Next Door to Postoffice, ROY, N. M.
Manuel Martinez
Receiver
all of Solano, N, M.
Manuel Martinez, Receiver.
1
Edward W. Fox. Register. Record address of entryman
Record address of entryman
Notice for Publication
Roy, N. M.
Solano, N. M.
Department of the Interior
New Act of Congress for the
U. S. Land Office
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Clayton,
Relief of Settlers.
N.M, February, 9 1911
of
the
Department
Interior
Notice for Publication
Notice is hereby given that Man
U. S. Land Office
Department of the Interior
uela Montoya, of Roy, N. M., who
An Act extending the time for cer
Mar. 3, 1911.
Clayton, N. M.,
U.
Land
Office
S.
on
Sept. 19, 1904, made H E.no5638.
tain homesteaders to establish resi
Notice is hereby given that
N.
M.
3, 1911.
Mar.
Clayton,
No.O.'CT), for E.J SW.J. SE.i
Serial
upon
dence
their lands.
Notice is hereby given that Dolores Monico Apodaca, of Roy, N.M. who, NW.J.&NW.i SE.i. Section 28, Tw. .
Be it enacted by the Senate and
on Feb. 24th 1906, made H.E. No. 7331 22, N., Range 25E.
NMP Meridian,
House of Representatives of the Unit Romero of Roy, N. M., who, on
serial No.03751, for SWi SWI Se-;- . 5, has filed notice of intention
to make
ed States of America in Congress as Apr. 13, 1905, made H. E. No. 5907
serial No. 03474, for Si NWi Sec, 14 NW.i NWi Sec 8 and N,i NE,i Sec. Final K've Year Proof to, establish
serabled:
Twp. 21 North. Range 28 E, N. M.P ciam to
15.
the land above descrbed. be
that all persons who have hereto SEi NEi NEi SEi Section
28 K., N. M.P, Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
Range
21N.,
Township
fore U. S. Land Commissioner K.J. H
fore filed declaratory statements oi
five year
to make final
Proof ti Roy, at his office in Roy, New Mexmads homestead entries in the States Meridian, has filed notice of intention
above
claim
to
the
de ico, on the 28th day
establish
land
of March, 1911.
of North Dakota, South Dakota, Ne to make Final five year Proof, to
W
U.
before
scribe,
S.
Com,r,
Court
to
the
above
des
establish
land
claim
Claimant names as witnesses
braska, Idaho, Montana, Colorado.
H. Willcox, at his office at Roy, New
Adolfo Montoya,
Utah, Wyoming, Minnesota, Wash cribed, before U. S. Com. W.H. Will Mexico, on the I8th day of Apri
IN. M., on
omce,
Koy,
at
at
Uox,
his
Juan
Jose Trujillo,
irgton and Oregon, and the Territor
1911. Claimant names as witnesses,
17th day of April, 1911.
the
Frederico
Esquibel,
New
ies of Arizona and
Mexico.
Tomas Manzunares, Fidel Montoya
Claimant names as witnesses;
Anastasio Ksquibel, all of Rov.
w here the period in
which they wen
'
Jose Tafoya, N. M.
Francisco Jose Maria Apodaca,
or are required by law to make entr. Doroteo M. Martinez,
New
all
of
Ro.',
Me.ic.
Gonzalez,
y Saadoval,
George
Baca
under such declaratory statements oi
Edward W. Fox,
to
18:3-25
to establish residence expired or ex Leandro Martinez, all of Roy, N.
Edward W. Fox,
Begister.
Edwawl W. Fox,
pires after December first, nineteer
Register
1
Register.
hundred and ten, are hereby grantee
Notice for Publication
Notice for Publication
until May fifteenth, nineteen hundrec
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior
Department
of
the
Interior
and eleven, within which to make sucl
U. S. Land Office
Department of the Inh rior
U. S. Land Office
entry or establish such r. sidence up
Clayton, N. M.', Feb, 9,1911.
U. S. Land Office,
Clayton, New Mexico, Feb. 9, 1911
on me lanas so eniereu iy them; pro.
Clayton, N. M., March 3, 1911
Notice is hereby given that Joe
vlded, that this extension of time shal
Notice is hereby given that Telesfoi
Notice is hereby given that
3rigido Andrade, of Solano, N M.
noi snorien euner me period or com Heman C. Lincoln, of Solano, N. M Ulibarri, of De Hsven, N. M.,wbo,on who, on Feb.
5th, 1906, mad j H. E.
mutation or actual residence required who, on Jan. 20, 1908, made H. E. N Jan. 18, 1904 made H. E. No. 5237, se
No. 7084,Serial no 03733. for SW.iSE
by the homestead law; provided fur
rial No. 03085, forN.t SE.i. Sec. 29 Sec. 14,
2610, serial No. 06173 for NEi Sec.
NEi, SEi NEi, Section
mer, mat mis act snail not. arrecí ai lVp, 18 north, Range 27 E. NMP. Mt and W.i NE.i Section 32, Township 23, Twp. Wi
18
N
Range 25 E., NMP.
:
.
..
.
..1
22 North, Range, 29 E. N.M. P. Meri
nuverse- uiowi iiiuineui prior lO Ihi ridian,
Meridian, has filed notice of intenpassage of the act and after the ex
dian, has filed notice of intention
tion to make Final Five-yenotice
of
intention
proof,
piratlon of the time allowed an entry has filed
proof, to establish to
make final five-yeestablish claim to the land above
commutation
make
Proof,
Final
to
man tor establishing residence on tht to
the land above described, be
described, before U. S. Court Comjstabiish claim to the land above de claimÜ.to
lard.
S. Court Commissioner, Mala missioner,
fore
W. H. Willcox, at his ofscribed,
U. S Court Corarais
before
ec. i.
office at DeHa
quias Bbca, at his
ir.at homestead entrvmei
fice at Roy, N. M., on the 28th day of
or settlers upon the public domain it sioner W. H. Wilcox at his office
ven, N. M., on the 28th day of March
March, 1911.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 18th day of
the states and lernturies abov
1911
named be, and the same are hereby, April, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses-Ped- ro
Claimant names as winesses
relieved rrom the necessity of resi
names
Claimant
as
witnesses;
dence upon their lands from the dat
Cristobal Maynes,
J. Laumbach, Solano, N. M.
of the approval of this act to May fif
Leopoldo Andrade. Solano, N. M.
Apolono Ulibarri,
M. Ta'bot.
Westfal!
Davis
John
teenth, nineteen hundred and eleven
Juan Isidro Romero, Roy, N. M.
Marcus G. Ulibarri,
Levi Culver,
provided, that the time of actual ab Charles Baker,
Cayetano Ulibarri, all of De Antonio Romero, Roy, n. M.
N, N.
sence during the . period named shal
of
all
Solano,
. .1
- .1
.1
run11 time o
"or iwi uenucieu irom ine
Haven, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Idward W. Fox,
residence required by law.
Edward W. Fox,
5
Approved, February 13, 1911.
8
Register
Register.
5
8
Register.

Department of the Interior
-- U.
S. Land Office
Clayton, N. M., Mar, 3d. 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ressie
G. Cox. of Solano,.. New Mexico,
who, on Dec. 7, 1909, made H. E.
,
serial No. 09863, for
Twp. 19N., Range.
SKI, Section 10,
27E , N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make Final commutation Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before U. S.
Ct. Com. W. H. Willcox, at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 19tn day of

Stanley A. Fóutz

C 3781
Department of the
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UENERAL.

LIST OF DEAD

CANADIAN

FIELD

PEA

Miss Marie Schmaltz of Detroit Is
possessor of the first harem skirt to
make its appearance
in southern
Michigan.
One of Most Valuable Crops for
The strike against the Adams ExGrain and Hay.
press Company in New York, which
SCORES OF PANIC
ComSTRICKEN directly affected the Wells-Fargpany
has
ended.
GIRLS LEAP FROM WINDOW
From Paris comes news that Flying Excellent Crop for Either Old Land or
TO PAVEMENT BELOW.
8od and Planted In Various Ways
Fox, the great race horse Edmond
Length of Season Govern
Blanc purchased some years ago for
$200,000, is dead.
Amount of Irrigation.
MANY IN HOSPITALS
The club house and outbuildings of
The Canada field pea Is perhaps
the Hyde Park Country Club, a prominent golf organization of Cincinnati, one of the moat important and valuable crops, both for forage and grain,
burned. Loss $30,000.
'
ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-ONthat has been Introduced into the
A dynamite bomb partially wrecked West. It Is both valuable for IrriBODIES HAVE BEEN
a storehouse of the Chicago Telephone gation farming and dry farming. In
RECOVERED.
Company and caused a panic among some sections the field pea has revoseventy-fiv- e
linemen, who lutionized the agriculture,
writes
were asleep in the building.
Prof. B. C. Buffum In the Irrigation
New York. What will go down In
Pathetic details of the sufferings Age.
history, as the "fire disaster of Wash- from famine in Anwhei and
There are a good many varieties
other
ington Square" entered upon its after- provinces of China reach the mission of Canada peas. The Mexican Is a
of nearly 150 boards in New York in every mail. mixed or mongrel sort, which is largemath with éighty-twvictims identified.
Unless help comes before summer a ly grown In Colorado. The White
Canada has given us the best results
The official death list has been les- million persons will starve.
There are
In all our experiments.
sened, rather than increased.
Jackson Titterton, aged 74, the larg- several strains of these White CanA revised count shows 141 dead,
with twelve women and girls at est jnan in central Illinois, died at his ada peas. We are now growing some
home in Alsey,. 111.
Mr. Titterton from Sweden, France, England, Gerdeath's door in the hospitals,
weighed
530
pounds
and
measured many and other places, and some of
will
One hundred and fifty, all told,
inches from shoulder to these strains are far more productive
perhaps conservatively
cover the thirty-sithan the common ones obtained from
casualities when those whose horri- shoulder. He required a special bed.
ble hurts and burns seem fatal shall
Judge Carpenter In the United Canada or Wisconsin. Other forms
have joined their fellow workers in States District Court in Chicago, in of field peas offered by seedmen are
pine coffins at the morgue.
refusing to quash indictments against Green Canada, Blue Scotchman, and
Careful counting still rates the fe- ten Chicago packers placed a limit on several forms of garden varieties,
male victims, young and old, at ten the freedom from liability granted the like the White and Blackeyed Marto every one male,
packers In the "immunity bath" given rowfat. The Golden Vine Is one of
the best known varieties.
Broadly speaking, they were Jew by Judge Humphrey in 1906,
At higher altitudes, where the sealsh and Italian,, living either on the
At Grand Canon, Ariz., Col. Theodore sons are cool, field peas do well on
East Side or in a small Italian quarRoosevelt lunched beside the boiling almost any kind of soil. At lower
ter near the scene of the fire.
waters of the Colorado river,- 4,200 altitudes, where the summer Is hot,
New York. One hundred and forty
feet below the rim of the Grand cañón. the cold, heavier soils give better reeight persons nine-tentof them
was his first visit and he is the sults. Under systems of dry farming
girls from the
East Side were It
occupant of the White House sandy soils which retain the most
crushed to death on the pavements, first
ever made the fourteen miles moisture are the best.
who
smothered in smoke, or burned to a
to what is often declared
Peas are a good crop for either old
crisp in a factory fire in the worst dis- round trip
most striking sight nature land or sod, and they may be planted
to
be
the
aster New York has known since the
provided in all the world.
In a variety of ways. Good results
steamship
was has
General Slocum
obtained from sowing
burned to the water's edge off North
President Taft has followed with In- are sometimes
broadcast
them
on the sod and coverBrothers island In 1904.
terest the discussion of the last few ing them with the breaking plow, but
e
forty-onbodies days in the English parliament on the
One hundred and
have been removed from the ruins international arbitration ' treaty pro- such method cannot be recommended.
They may be disked In or planted and
and seven of the forty Injured had
posed by him. He is delighted with covered by any method used for other
died in hospitals.
in which the proposal has seeds. The best way is to use the
This, it is believed, completes the the manner
in Great Britain. The press drill. Forced feed drills will
received
been
list of dead, most of whom are unsome of the seeds; but
identified. Grief crazed relatives be- President is hopeful that the treaty often crack
by drilling the seed
saving
the
made
sieged the morgue as the bodies were may be adopted by both countries and
is very great in spite of this fact.
great
will
step
a
laid out.
toward Many of
be
believes it
the split peas will grow, and
Nearly all, if not all of the victims the abolition of war. And, with war
the seed put In the ground with a
were employed by the Triangle Waist practically Impossible between the two drill will be well planted. They may
Company, on the eighth, ninth and great English speaking nations, there be sown
from one inch to four inches
tenth floors of a
loft build- is every reason to hope, according to deep.
ing at No. 23 Washington place, on the President's view that other naField peas 'should be planted as
the western fringe of the down-towtions may come into such an agree- early In the spring as the ground can
wholesale clothing, fur and millinery ment and thus make for universal be prepared. In some places where
peace. The treaty Is a broad one, and the ground Is dry, the seed may be
district.
The partners of the firm, Isaac Har- proposes that all disputes including sown late enough in the fall so that
ris and Max Blanck, escaped - un- even those of national honor and ter- It will not germinate. At lower altiscathed from the office on the tenth ritory shall be settled by arbitration. tudes, where theeason is long, the
floor, carrying with them over an adin peas may be sown as late as the first
Fourteen hundred telegraphers
young
joining roof Blanck's two
or middle of July, and they will get
railthe
Illinois
employ
Central
of
the
daughters and a governess.
Chicago
and New Or- large enough In the fall either to proThere was not an outside fire es- road between
to
as the result duce forage or to be plowed under to
strike
leans
threaten
cape on the building.
grant
a 25 per cent Increase the humus and nitrogen In
refusal to
How the fire started perhaps will of a
cents
thirty
an hour for the soil. The beBt time, however, Is
with
increase
never be known. A corner on the
to plant as early in spring as possieighth floor was Us point of origin overtime.
ble. February Is not too early, If the
and the three upper floors only were
Unless the striking Adams Express pound Is thawed out.
swept.
empoyes change their minds, a comPeas are easy things to cultivate.
Sixty-thre- e
or more persons were mittee will call upon Andrew Carnegie On the dry farm, under the two-yecrushed to death by jumping.
at his home, Fifth avenue and lystem, all they will need Is a harrow-jnMore than thirty clogged the ele- Ninety-firs- t
with a drag-tootharrow after
street, New York, to ask
vator shafts.
up.
they
come
have
Under
irrigation
him to arbitrate their grievances. The
Loss to property will not exceed
eas may be managed at the pleasure
upon
course.
the
decided
leaders
$100,000. it the farmer. The pea is what the
Judge Noyes of the United States botanist calls an Indeterminate grow-jr- .
going home through
Pedestrians
Washington Place to Washington Circuit Court in New York, handed
i. ., It grows, blooms, and ripens
Square at ten minutes to five o'clock down a decision refusing to quash the teed as long as there is moisture and
indictment ibsence of hard, freezing weather.
"cotton pool"
were scattered by the whizz of some second
thing rushing through the air before against James A. Patten, Eugene G.
The amount of Irrigation will dethem; there was a horrible thud on the Scales, Frank B. Hayne, William P. pend upon the length of the season,
pavement and a body flattened on the Brown and Col. Robert M. Thompson. ind somewhat, also, on the beat of
he summer. Where summers are
flagstone.
An explosion of ammonia occurred
Got, flood Irrigating will blister or
Wayfarers cm the opposite side of in the ruins of the Monarch Refrigerthe street shaded their eyes against ating Company building, Chicago, otherwise Injure the pea plant. Furthe Betting sun and saw the windows where dozens of persons were made row Irrigation is better. They may
of the three upper floors of the build- unconscious, By the accident many be kept growing by irrigating often
ing black with girls crowding to the received hurts but as In the previous enough to keep the soil moist. We
illi.
explosion there were no fatalities. have found that on good, loamy soil
!our Irrigations gave a yield of ripened
The loss li $800,000.
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peas of 84
bushels per acre, and
about four tons of vines, while seven
Irrigations gave a little larger growth
In vine, but only 19 bushels of peas,
because they did not get ripe. On
of Its adaptability to different
soils, different ways of planting, ease
of farm management and response to
dry farm methods or Irrigating practice, the field pea Is one of the easiest managed crops.
The pea is both forage and a grain
crop. Pea hay properly inade Is a
roughage unexcelled by any other.
Poorly made pea hay Is poor stuff.
Good pea hay Is a valuable feed for
any kind of live stock. It has been
found that over-rip- e
pea hay, pea
straw, or that which has been spoiled
In the stack, Is dangerous to horses,
cattle, pigs or sheep, because It
causes indigestion and Impaction.
These troubles are absent when properly made and cured hay Is fed. The
threshed peas are kighly nitrogenous
food. They are specially valuable for
young, growing stock. Except for
lambs or pigs which have good teeth
and can grind their food, peas should
be chopped or ground. Pea hay
which contains ripe and partly ripe
peas will make the horses slick and
shiny in the spring and will put good
fat on any kind of stock.
IRRIGATION

OLD

AS

HILLS

Nature of Crops so Varied That
Amount of Moisture Needed Must
Bu First Atoertalned
(By R. U PARSHALL. Colorado Agricultural ColUge.)
Irrigation Is as old as the hills,
and Is artificially supplying moisture

to the soil for the growth of plants.
In all these years the science of Irrigation has not been made exact
Nature is so varied that Irrigation
must be made to meet the existing
conditions.
Soil Is composed of minute particles, Irregular In appearance, and,
when collected Into a mass, there Is
a certain part of this that Is space,
and in this ' space ' water may be
stored. It lg this water so held In
the soil that Is useful to the growth
of plants. A certain crop must have
a certain amount of moisture
for
its needs; too much may be detrimental; not enough may cause the
loss of the crop, but fortunately the
limits are wide. The particular question always arises: What 1b the required amount of water for a maximum yield?
We first find that soils differ In
their make-up- ;
different subsoils; the
slope of the ground varies in different localities, and general climatic
conditions may be different All these
considered, it may be said that what
would be the proper amount to
supply in one case may be too much
or not enough in other cases. Efficient irrigation consists in supplying
the requisite amount of moisture to
the soil, and this may be accomplished
by adding water to the ground, or
regulating the drainage. It has been
said that good plant growth will result If we have one pound of free
moisture In the soil to about ten
pounds of soil. This, of course, is
general, and depends upon the kind
of soil nnd the kind of crop.
You might make a test and determine for yourself the right amount
for your farm and particular crop.
First, select a place In your field
where the plant growth seems to
be best. Take from the roots of the
plants a sample of the soil, which
should be an average from the top
root to the lower roots. Place this
sample immediately into sealed jars
of known weight Weigh the jars
and contents and the increase will
be the true weight of soli and moisture. Put the soil in a pan and
place In an oven of moderate temperature for several hours. , When
cooled to the temperature
of the
room, weigh again. The difference
between the weights of the damp soil
an" the dry soil will give the weight
of free water, or moisture that is
available for the growth tof plant.
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BudTyndall returned Sunday

from Sunset, Texas, and has been
adjusting his business affairs
here. His plans are not fully
matured, but we hope .they will
include his remaining in Roy.
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where he has been attending
school for several months.
young Hereford
bull. A good individual at a
Enquire of
moderate price.
G. R. Abernathy, Roy, N. M.
WANTED.--- A

Just Receive- d- A carload of
good
Alfalfa hay and also a car of
Dr. Self, late of Dawson, is
here looking the country over grain at Goodman Mercantile Co.
with a view to locating. He is
Mr. Carhart of Cincinnati, 0.,
seeking a congenial climate and
is sure this is the best looking a friend of Miss Myers, was in
part of the Territory he has seen this vicinity last week and speaks
We trust he will tile on a claim encouragingly of the prospect for
all the settlers here.
and remain with us.
Mrs. Frank brady drove up
from Solano Tuesday with a wild
"ca.vuse" on business. She is
superintending the ranch for a
while, as the Dr. cannot be
spared from his post in the hospital at Dawson.
Miss Edith Hern is wearing her
arm bandaged, the result of a
scuffle with Gilbert Leach, the
cook at the Oriental Hotel. We
think she was in the kitchen trying to boss him and he took a
stove poker to drive her out.
She should have learned before
this not to start anything with
the cook, for anyone ought to
know it is easier to start it than
to stop it.
F. M. Hughes has been up from
Solano twice this week on
In fact most of the Solano
people who were not otherwise
engaged have been here during
the week.

busi-nes'- s.

w

John Salisbury drove up from
his ' claim near, Albert Monday
after supplies. He came here
Alberto Branch and his uncles,
from Austin, Oregon, recently,
Louis
Branch and Jacobo Rod
and is getting ready to farm some
Wednesday for Fort
riguesleft
this summer.
Fred Steele, Wyoming, where
they
have secured employment
ycung
a
A.
L.ackey
U.
and
summer through the "ef
the
for
friend of his arrived in town this
week and drove out to their forts of P. P. Branch, who has
claims 15 miles northeast to live been working in that country
a while and make iniDrovements. during the winter.
They have been at White City,
Kansas, all winter.
Eréd Brown had his saloon fix
tures repainted hi a most artisth
W. S. Morris returned Sunday manner, and is having a large
from Chase county, Kansas, sign painted on the front of the
where he was called some months Palace Bar. Our local sign
ago by the illness of a relative. painter, Frank Labastida, is do
He is the same old Steve, and we ing the wcrk, assisted by I. C
are glad to welcome him back.
Floersheim.
Dolores Martinez of Wagon
Mound, was in town several days
this week, returning home Wednesday. He is looking for a location, and has been in business
here before.

.

nate victims in future.

The Misses Upton went to

ri

Wednesday.
Mr. Soots of Oklahoma, is here
looking over the country.

The pie supper given by the
Ladies' Aid Society was a great
Miss Lillian llortqn
success.
was voted the most popular
young lady, and received the
Miss Margaret Mahonev and prize of a fine sofa cushion.
her brother, who have been Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Hughes
spending the winter with their took a trip to Mosquero Wednescousin, Jack Mahoney, and family day in the Remsberg automoble.
on the claim, will leave for ColoPete Upton was in town this
rado next week, and will prob- week. He and his brothers have
ably return to their home in Min- completed their dam
for irrigation
nesota as soon as the spring in La Cinta canon.
opens up in that state.
Did you see the nice assort
The Lindell Bros, of Uockford, ment of ladies trimmed and
111.; are in town and looking for a
hats, all the latest patlocation. Like many others, they terns and the most select stock
are seeking climate as well as ever brought to Roy- - at
land. They both are skilled
Goodman Mercantile Co.
workmen, one a painter and dec
orator and the other a tool maker
What the Trouble Is.
by trade, and tine appearing
young men.
When you get to thinkin'broth- -

Woman, bless her, is just brim
ful of little faults and weak
nesses, and that is precisely why
she is so interesting to man. If
on some fine morning woman
should wake up to find herself
Clarence Wright was called to
The atmosphere seems to have perfect, the majority of men in
Raton Wednesday as a witness
this world would wake up to find
on the French robbery case now been pregnant with the "Trouble
themselves out of employment.
occupying the attention of the microbe1' the past week. Several
court at that town. Several other events have transpired that at
interested parties from here are least added spice to even our free Arbor Day was appropriately
and easy western life.The partic celebrated by the Roy schools
also at Raton during the trial.
ulars of all the several events have Friday. The School Board had
Juan B. Martinez, assessor of been pretty thoroughly circu Jack Mahoney come and plow a
Mora county, accompanied by lated and we do not feel it to be strip around the school grounds
Tranquilino Roybal, a recent our mission to record the details and then holes were dug for the
graduate of the Wagon Mound of all of them. The smoke seems trees. Appropriate program and
schools, as interpreter, was in to have cleared away, and we exercises were rendered by the
Roy this week assessing the trust the dove of peace will again pupils and many patrons of the
property holders here ánd in this roost upon the olive branch and school were present to enjoy the
vicinity. They are spending sev- that Hymen may assume more occasion and assist in planting
eral days in this part of the rigid authority over his unfortu the trees that are to be a blessing

county.

Solano Items

Col. Redic of Mills, his daughter, Miss Redic of Colorado City,
Hev. C. E. Hunt was in town
and Ir. Grossman of Butler, Pa.,
Thursday.
were in Roy yesterday, the two
Prof. A. V. Crtill visited Roy
latter having come down to visit
Monday last.
Mr. Kedic at his cluiin.

G rover McCleary of Solano,
I
was arraigned in Justice Garcia's
court Wednesday on complaint
that
A large new cistern is among lodged by his father-in-lathe improvements being made at he refused to support the childthe Southwestern Hotel this week. ren of his wife's former husband.
The case was brought to trial and
Homer Holmes returned Sun finally compromised.
day from Santa Rosa, N: M.,

Mrs. Durham is regretting the
lots of a fine young mule which
died on the road near Taylor
while the boys ere driving to
Springer last week. It is a serious loss, at this time of the year
especially.

.

ROUND-U-

A tine line of Easter Cards just
received at Pairview Pharmacy.

to

future generations.

ers, that this world is pretty
tuff. And your friends seem kind
cool like, an the trail looks
pretty rough. Jes look into your
innards, folks, I 'spect it'll make
you shivver. But I think if you'll
look real clost, you'll find trouble
with your liver.
They aint much use a preachin'
when a feller's liver's bad. When
that organ's out of order preach- in'only makes you mad. You can't
look on the brighter side when

your liver needs repairin' so take
a few prescrption pills and quit
your fool despairin'.
El Sermonette.

For Sale or Trade.
A mammoth Missouri Jack, 6
years old. A thoroughbred and
a sure breeder. Can give
references. Will sell or
trade for cattle or young mares,
is gentle and tractable and the
best Jack in the territory. This
Jack will he at Fred Brown's
barn in Roy Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, March 30, 31, and
April 1. Call on or address
W. W. Day, Mills, N. M.
Or inquire at this office.
gilt-edge- d

Messrs. C. L. Palmer and F. 0.
White, son and
of the
late Rhineer Palmer, whose death
is recorded in this issue, were in
tcwa Friday making arrangements to collect the $0,000 life
son-in-la-

insurance due the family.

The

f aneral will take place Sunday.
Interment in Roy cemetery.
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